
I am an artist, musician and composer. My artistic expression is particularly influenced by working as a 
professional drummer for more than 25 years. In my work with art, I primarily explore and experiment with 
ceramics as audiovisual material. I use ceramics to produce sound objects and to create sound in a visual 
performance. Today, I use porcelain waste and faulty production from Norsk Teknisk Porselen(NTP) in 
Fredrikstad, Norway. I search for uniqueness and sound potential in each individual ceramic object by 
manipulating the objects' movements to produce sound. Here, improvisation and experimentation are 
leading the way.  

 Free expression and exploration of sound, sound objects and sound production is my basic motivation as 
an artist. My stage and gallery art productions are characterized by transcendence of genres, 
multidisciplinarity and artistic diversity: Industrial ceramic installation staged with ceramic contemporary 
sound collage created by me as a performer and composer. I want form, content and strategies to reflect 
contemporary undercurrents and I seek continuous development and change. I want continued development 
of my own artistic expression, but also together with collaboration partners in which different genres can 
touch each other, arousing interest and curiosity among those interested in art and music. In the work of 
creating form in clay and steel, the driving force is a dynamic process that occurs in interaction between the 
material and my treatment of the material. 

I want the expression of the form to be created along the way, where I focus on detaching myself from a 
specific idea and rather trust the process and seek an experimental form. An example of this is expressed in 
Oxytycin A, produced at the Center for Ceramic Art, Ringebu, Norway (2021). 

I hope you have time and interest in watching my presentation film of my work at Norwegian Technical 
Porcelain in Fredrikstad, Norway. And hopefully also attached links below. 

The film ends with an 18-minute performance entitled Released Wasteland performed at Fossekleiva 
Kultursenter  in Norway, 2019. 

I hope you get to listen to a proper sound system or with a good headset, as PC speakers are unable to 
deliver a range from 9 Hz-17,000 Hz that the ceramic recording has. 

Please click on CC for subtitles:  https://vimeo.com/333338306 

 

Other performances: 

Performance at the National Museum in Oslo, Norway  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tI5hikAd3ZE 

Performance at RAM Gallery in Oslo https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JX_yUaSWNRI 

I hope you get to listen to a proper sound system or with a good headset, as PC speakers are 

unable to deliver a range from 9 Hz-17,000 Hz that the ceramic recording has. 

Ceramic sound only, Released Wasteland : 

https://soundcloud.com/rgenrederikcheelaarstad/jorgen-fs-haarstad-released-wasteland 

Please take a look at attachments of CV and my portfolio. 



https://www.instagram.com/artbyhaar/ 

https://jorgenhaarstad.com/sculpture 

https://jorgenhaarstad.com 

CV https://jorgenhaarstad.com/?id=436506 

Texts about my work: 

Destroying something beautiful. Thoughts on Jørgen Haarstad's work, by Espen Johansen-  

https://jorgenhaarstad.com/atist-statment 

Other Services by Jennifer Allen      https://jorgenhaarstad.com/atist-statement 

I will also send you pictures buy wetransfer.  

What I wish, work and hope for is to get my ceramic sound work, installations and 

performance on to the international scene. In galleries, museums and art institutions.  

The high light of my career so far will be at Clay Gulgong, Australia in april 2026 where I 

will be presented as a master presenter.  

I hope you find my work interesting.  

 

 


